Abstract | An active sensing method for multisensor fusion systems with actuators is proposed. To realize active sensing with multiple sensors, i) where to position sensors, ii) how to associate data, and iii) how to fuse data should be determined. The authors propose a new method mainly concerning i). The method utilizes estimated errors of estimated values to determine optimal sensor locations where useful data are expected to be obtained and eectively associated. An algorithm to calculate nearly optimal sensor locations, instead of exact optimal locations, is also proposed to reduce calculation. As examples, the active sensing method is applied to multi-target tracking by a system with two hand-eye cameras, and visual and tactile fusion in a system with a camera and a tactile sensor. By using this method, the sensing strategy is optimized for the object of measurement.
I. Introduction
In recent years, sensor fusion, which is a technique in engineering to realize multisensor recognition systems more powerful than single-sensor systems, has attracted much attention [1, 2] . Research on sensor fusion has involved, for example, studies of an autonomous land vehicle (ALV), which has multiple sensors and geometrical maps and moves autonomously [3] and visual and tactile fusion using visual and tactile sensors usually to control a manipulator [4] .
The ultimate purpose of many of these sensor fusion systems is for operation in the real world. To achieve this purpose, it is essential to be able to sense unknown or nearly unknown objects. For example, when an ALV encounters anything on its route, the ALV should recognize it and determine its position to decide how to react toward it. In such cases, how and what to sense is not clear in the design stage of the system. Therefore the system should formulate a sensing strategy gradually, using information obtained over time.
In addition, the goals of these systems are generally not only to acquire information but also to control objects or environments. For example, one of the goals of an ALV is to reach its destination, and one of the goals of a manipulator using visual and tactile fusion is to handle objects using sensed information.
It is natural to consider that such a sensor fusion system includes not only multiple sensors but also actuators to produce behavior. In this case, the actuators can be used as elements of sensing. For instance, when a robot hand holds a object, it may search for a good grip by moving its ngers. In such a case, we can say that there is close relationship between behavior of actuators and sensing.
Methods using actuators for sensing as mentioned above are known as active sensing [5{7] . In active sensing of unknown objects, it is necessary to determine the actuator's motion to realize optimal sensing by eectively using information obtained over time. This corresponds to formulating a sensing strategy. Similar concepts are known in psychology as the aordance concept of Gibson (an object exists with actions on it being included) [8] and the perceptive circulation of Neisser (perception is based on the repetition of the cycle: measurement ! identication of the model ! prediction ! measurement) [9] . These are considered to be parts of basic human sensing behavior.
Active sensing in engineering has been studied to some extent. However, even the denition is not yet xed and further studies are expected. In this paper, we propose a method to realize active sensing. Although there are many types of active sensing, here, we concentrate on the problem of multisensor systems positioning sensors at locations where necessary information is expected to be obtained.
In active sensing using multiple sensors, problems arise such as i) where to position sensors, ii) how to associate information from multiple sensors, iii) how to fuse associated data. Here, the term \associate" is used to mean acquiring correct association of data from sensors and sensed objects. In this paper, we mainly deal with and propose a new method for i). Conventional methods of the nearest neighbor data association algorithm [7] and parallel Kalman lters [10] are used for ii) and iii).
In the following sections, rst, the method to select optimal sensor locations using estimated errors is proposed. In this method, not only the accuracy of estimates but also the suitability for association is considered. In addition, a concrete algorithm for the proposed method is described.
Furthermore, as examples, we rst study a multi-target tracking problem with two cameras mounted on the tips of manipulators. The movement of objects is assumed to be modeled. The cameras are moved to the locations where the best data are expected to be obtained. Next, we discuss the problem of acquiring position and orientation of a three-dimensional object using a xed camera and a tactile sensor. In this case, applying information obtained by the camera to the three-dimensional model, optimal tactile sensor locations are determined. That is, rough position and orientation of the object is detected by the camera and, using this information, sites for contact by the tactile sensor are determined.
II. Selection of Sensor Locations

A. Selection of Sensor Locations to Minimize Estimated Errors
Here, we discuss the problem of how to select sensor positions to realize the best observation of time-variant objects. Tracking of moving objects with hand-eye cameras can be considered as an example. For simplicity, rst, we concentrate on the case of one object and multiple sensors.
The state transition equation of the state vector x of the object and the observation equation (in the observation vector, outputs from multiple sensors are aligned) are x(t + 1) = F(t)x(t) + G(t)w(t) (1) z(t) = h(x(t); t) + v(t); (2) where t is time, F and G are matrices, h(1) is a nonlinear vector function, and w(t) and v(t) are zero mean noises with variances Q(t) and R(t), respectively. To estimate the state x from the observation z, a Kalman lter is used. The merits of the lter are the following: i) The recursive loop structure of the lter allows the estimates of the state to be adjusted incrementally with each new set of measurements.
ii) The prediction of the next state vector is incorporated as part of the lter algorithm.
iii) The variances of the estimate are evaluated as part of the algorithm. iv) The estimator is optimal in a Bayesian (minimum variance) sense if all the state and observation noises are Gaussian, otherwise it is the optimal linear estimator. The system is nonlinear, hence an extended Kalman lter is used. That is, the prediction of the state vector x(t +1) and the variance P(t + 1) at time t arê x(t + 1jt) = F(t)x(tjt) (3) P(t + 1jt) = F(t)P(tjt)F T (t) + G(t)Q(t)G T (t); (4) and after observation at time t + 1, the estimates are updated bŷ
P 01 (t + 1jt + 1) = P 01 (t + 1jt) + @h @x jx (t+1jt) T R 01 (t + 1) @h @x jx (t+1jt) (6) with W(t + 1) = P(t + 1jt + 1) 1 @h @x jx (t+1jt) T R 01 (t + 1); (7) where @h @x jx (t+1jt) is the Jacobian of h(x; t) with x at x(t + 1jt),x(tjt) is the estimate of x(t) at t using observations up to time t, andx(t + 1jt) is the estimate of x(t+1) using observations up to time t and the state transition equation (1) . P(tjt) corresponds to the variance E[(x(t) 0x(tjt))(x(t) 0x(tjt)) T ], where E[1] represents expectation.
Here, let us consider the movement of sensors to realize better estimation by the Kalman lter. Note that changing sensor locations means changing h(1). Then, when we want to specify that h (1) or P depends on sensor location, notation such as h(1; x s ) or P(1; x s ) is used, where
s1 ; x T s2 ; . . . ;x T sM ] T : x sj is the location of sensor j and M is the total number of sensors. In this paper, we dene a good sensor location as one where the variance of x is small. That is, after prediction of P(t + 1jt + 1; x s ) at time t, we calculate R(x s ) = det P(t + 1jt + 1; x s ); (8) and select sensor location x s to minimize R(x s ). As one can see in (6), P(t + 1jt + 1; x s ) does not invlove z(t + 1). Hence, one can calculate P(t+1jt+1; x s ) at time t. Note that R(x s ) is positive because P is positive denite and that R(x s ) corresponds to the (scalar) variance ofx, because it is the product of all eigenvalues of P(t + 1jt + 1).
Minimizing R(x s ) is equivalent to selecting the location where we can obtain the best data as the result of fusing the prediction by the state transition equation and observations by sensors. Using the determinant of the variance of the estimate as the evaluation function is known as a D-optimum approximate design in optimum experimental designs [11] and the determinant of the variance is called the general variance.
It is dicult to calculate the dened R(x s ) directly, so we discretize location x s and select the optimal location from the nite candidates. Furthermore, selecting the location with small R(x s ) is equivalent to selecting the location where E p (x s ) 1=R(x s ) = det P 01 (t + 1jt + 1; x s ) (9) is large. By using this evaluation function E p , since P 01 can be calculated from (6) directly, we need not calculate P from P 01 .
B. Selection of Location to Make Good Association Possible
Next, let us consider the case of multiple objects and sensors. When data of objects are obtained from multiple sensors, we must associate them to clarify which data originated from which object.
The state transition equation of object i is x i (t+1) = F i (t)x i (t)+G i (t)w i (t) (i = 1; . . . ; N); (10) corresponding to (1) . The subscript i denotes the number of the object and N is the total number of objects. The measurement of this object through sensor j, corresponding to (2), is z j;i (t) = h j (x i (t); t) + v j;i (t) (j = 1; . . . ; M); (11) where v j;i (t) is the zero mean noise independent of w l (l = 1; . . . ; N) and v m;i (m = 1; . . . ;M; m 6 = j), and its variance is given by R j;i (t). z j;i is assumed not to be observed when the object is out of range.
When outputs of sensor j are obtained, we must know which object is the origin of the outputs. Assume that L outputs from sensor j,z j;k (t) (k = 1; . . . ; L); are obtained at time t. Although various methods can be used for association, we use the nearest neighbor data association algorithm for simplicity. In this method, usinĝ z j;i (t + 1jt) = h j (x i (t + 1jt));
we associatez j;k (t + 1) which minimizes the Mahalanobis generalized distance j;ik (ẑ j;i (t + 1jt) 0z j;k (t + 1)) T S j;i (t + 1jt) 01 1(ẑ j;i (t + 1jt) 0z j;k (t + 1))
with z j;i (t + 1). S j;i (t + 1jt) is the variance ofẑ j;i (t + 1jt) and is calculated as S j;i (t + 1jt) = @h j @x jx i(t+1jt) P i (t + 1jt) @h j @x jx i(t+1jt) T ;
where P i is the variance of the state vector x i . When j;ik (k = 1; . . . ; L) is larger than the appropriately dened threshold, no output is associated with z j;i (t + 1). The vector z i (t + 1) in which z j;i (t + 1) are aligned along j is the observation vector of object i, and in its variance R i (t + 1), R j;i (t + 1) are aligned diagonally. Using this z i (t + 1), the Kalman lter of the object i is formed as (3)(7) with subscript i.
For accurate association using (13), sensor outputs from dierent objects must not be close. Equation (13) denotes the selection of the output which is nearest to the predicted output. Hence, in order to make this mechanism eective, the Mahalanobis generalized distance on sensor j between two arbitrary objects: D j;i;i (ẑ j;i (t + 1jt) 0ẑ j;i (t + 1jt)) T 1(S j;i + S j;i ) 01 1(ẑ j;i (t + 1jt) 0ẑ j;i (t + 1jt)) (i ; i = 1; . . . ; N; i 6 = i ) As a rst step, considering only sensor 1, we select sensor location x s1 using the evaluation function E p (x s1 ) det P 01 (t + 1jt + 1; x s1 );
where P 01 (t+1jt+1; x s1 ) = P 01 (t+1jt)+ P 01 1 (t+1; x s1 ): (25) Next, using the xed x s1 and the evaluation function E p (x s1 ; x s2 ) dened by using P 01 (t+1jt + 1; x s1 ; x s2 ) = P 01 (t + 1jt) + P 01 1 (t + 1; x s1 ) + P 01 2 (t + 1; x s2 ); (26) we select x s2 . Iterating this procedure, we can acquire a fairly accurate location for x s (greedy algorithm).
B. Multiple Objects
Next, we discuss the case of multiple objects. In this case, the accuracy of association E a must be considered.
In the algorithm, sensor locations are xed one by one similarly to the algorithm of only one object. Considering that there are multiple objects, we can write the following, similar to (23): 
C. Method of Fusion
As the method to fuse information from spatially separated sensors, we can obtain the following equation transforming (5) for each object: This is the same kind of equation as that for a parallel Kalman lter.
IV. Application 1: Target Tracking
A simulation of two cameras mounted on the tips of manipulators (three degrees of freedom) cooperatively tracking two objects on a two-dimensional plane surrounded by walls has been performed (Fig. 1) . Since there are two objects, the evaluation function I dened by (20) is used. is used, where 1t is the unit of discretization of time.
When an object runs into a wall, it is assumed to be reected. The observation equation corresponding to (11) 34) where v is the zero mean noise of which variance is a unit matrix, and ( j;i ; j;i ) are the coordinates of object i in camera j's coordinate system. f is the focal length of the cameras, and C 1 and C 2 are positive constants. In this equation, it is shown that the noise becomes large when the output is far from the center of the screen. When an object is behind the camera, the output is assumed not to be obtained. It is assumed that one pitch of each joint of the manipulators is 5 degrees and maximum movement in one time step is 4 pitches. becomes small because the hand-eye cameras move to optimal locations according to the object positions. Furthermore, it was observed that when two objects are close, both cameras are located at the locations where both objects are within the ranges, whereas when the objects are far apart, each camera follows a dierent object. These results show that an appropriate sensing strategy is formulated according to the states of the objects.
V. Application 2: Visual and Tactile
Fusion
In this section, we consider the problem of obtaining position and orientation of a three-dimensional object by visual and tactile fusion. The sensor system is assumed to have a three-dimensional geometrical model of the object. It consists of a xed camera and a tactile sensor mounted on the tip of a manipulator. The camera is used to obtain rough position and orientation and, using this information, sites for contact with the tactile sensor are determined. The method described in Section II can be used to accomplish this by considering the geometrical model.
First let us dene a rotation. We denote the rotation The three-dimensional model of the object is dened using points and segments of lines in the model coordinate system in which the origin is at the representative point O of the object. The position of the object is denoted by First, we dene the observation with the camera. For simplicity, it is assumed that the center of the camera is at the origin of the world coordinate system and the optical axis corresponds to the z axis. Using a pinhole camera model, we denote the observation by 
In observation with the camera, we detect characteristic points from the image and select the model points corresponding to these characteristic points. Using these model points, the variables X O and O can be estimated. Here, we suppose that the model point with coordinates x M corresponding to the screen coordinates x f can be determined easily and we use the Kalman lter to estimate X O and O . Equation (39) is the observation equation corresponding to (2) , and X O and O are the state vectors corresponding to x in (2).
Next, let us consider the tactile sensor mounted on the tip of the manipulator. The tactile sensor obtains coordinates of points or parameters of edges of the object in the world coordinate system. First, let us consider the observation of points. We dene the observation with the tactile sensor of the point with world coordinates x W corresponding to model coordinates x M as x T = x W (X O ; O ; x M ) + v t ; (40) where v t is the observation noise with variance R t . This is the observation equation of the Kalman lter, and X O and O are the variables to be estimated.
Next, let us consider the situation where the tactile sensor is in contact with an edge of the object. In this case, it is assumed that we can obtain the parameters of the edge and we can easily determine the edge in the model corresponding to this edge. From this relation, the position and orientation, X O and O , are estimated.
An edge (which is not perpendicular to the z axis) is denoted by We assume that the tactile sensor can obtain parameters of edges in the world coordinate system. The parameter is denoted by p T = [a T ; b T ; p T ; q T ] T . Although we can also use the Kalman lter to obtain the parameter from distribution of points of the edge, we omit the procedure for simplicity. The observation is dened by In the explanation above, we showed that the Kalman lter with the model can be used for estimating the position and orientation of an object. Equations (39), (40) and (47) denote observation. Equations (40) and (47) change according to which point with coordinates x M or which edge with parameter p M is sensed by the tactile sensor. Applying the method of sensor location selection described in Section II to these equations, we can select optimal points or edges for contact with the tactile sensor after rough sensing with the camera.
Specically 
we select x M (t+1) and/or p M (t+1). This yields the sites for contact with the tactile sensor. Using the outputs of the tactile sensor, we can estimate more precise Y O using (54)(59). This is the method by which to obtain the position X O and orientation O eciently.
VI. Conclusion
An active sensing method in sensor fusion was proposed. First, the method to obtain sensor locations for obtaining estimates with small error was proposed. In this method, not only the accuracy of the estimates, but also suitability for association of sensor data is considered. Furthermore, an algorithm to calculate the proposed method was described.
